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An essential workbook that will appeal to all students of anatomy, The Human Body Coloring Book
takes an interactive approach to human anatomy that will help users learn, understand, and revisit
the subject with ease. Drawing on an unparalleled library of state-of-the-art specialist anatomical
illustrations, The Human Body Coloring Book is structured system by system for ease of use, with
comprehensive coverage of the human body from cell to system. The Human Body Coloring Book is
a unique study aid that provides students with an innovative approach to learning, while the
opportunity to self-test maximizes the ability to recall knowledge.
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I'm currently studying to become a NASM certified personal trainer, and the illustrations in this book
are better than the ones in my NASM textbook. Not to mention the explanations, which are well
written and easy to understand. This is so much more than a coloring book. I'm really not sure how I
would learn every single muscle in the human body (something I do need to do for my certification)
without the help of this book. Highly recommended.

When I was a young man, we had a doctor in long standing. His name was Dr Hay,and he practised
in central Alberta. As kids will do, we marveled at the full colour, detail anatomical posters in his
office. When he passed away, we learned one thing about his amazing man, he had hand coloured
ALL of those wall posters during school. Not only was he a gifted physician, but he was a gifted

artist as well. The pictures are preserved, and in my memory, still vibrant.The Human Body Coloring
Book is just like that. With modern technology as it is, we can now access books like this, that allow
students of anatomy a wide variety of learning tools. This large volume (250 plus pages) is jam
packed with study tools, descriptive elements, and visual elements. My daughters, who are science
'kids', love this and wanted to grab their crayons and get busy already.Is this book for high school
kids? YepIs this book for college students? Yep.University classes? Very likely.Not only is this good
for students, but anyone with an interest in science and the bodies we inhabit.One hint
though....don't color in the book, photocopy!Tim Lasiuta

I bought this coloring book to enhance our homeschooling science studies. It has far surpassed my
expectations. Far surpassed.Without too much research, I ordered what I thought would be just a
detailed coloring book which would help my older students become more familiar with intricate
details of the human anatomy. I was completely surprised to receive a giant 256-page book of both
coloring pages, as well as detailed explanations for everything. This is a serious study book!The
book is divided into chapters that cover each body system - 11 in total. At the beginning of each
chapter are at least a couple of full color pages with detailed explanations and illustrations of the
system as a whole. Following the introductory pages are several coloring pages which each
highlight a specific part of the system. These coloring images also serve as diagrams to be labeled
using the key provided. It's great practice for identifying each specific part. A brief, but very detailed
explanation of the diagram is included, too.Because of the detailed information, intricate diagrams
and scientific vocabulary, I recommend using this coloring book with children over 12. Additionally,
there is a fully naked image (realistic illustration) showing the front and backside of a man. It's for
the purpose of learning surface anatomy, but it may be a bit much for younger children.If you're like
us and just plan to use this to complement a study of the human body, your children will learn a ton.
If you have a student - high school or college - who is seriously interested in anatomy for the
purposes of medicine, fitness, etc., this coloring book will be invaluable.

I love the clarity of drawings, illustrative layers, descriptive text and breadth of information shown for
body organs, systems and how it's all put together, with examples of functions. Bought many
anatomic guide books over the years, but this tops all for immediate visual access and logical
simplicity to the human body.

I purchased 2 A&P coloring books, the first one was a best seller and I wasn't impressed. This one

is GREAT! Not only does it have coloring pages, it also has a lot of review and textbook information.
Great quality for the price!

I really like the layout of the book plus the colorful pages of the information per section. The reason I
gave it a 3 out 5 is because I am using this to study for my Anatomy 1 class and some of the bones
are named different in this book than my textbook. Which for memorizing makes it a tad bit
inconvenient. But other than that it's a good buy!

BOOK! I bought this for my Anatomy and Physiology class - this is the perfect companion I LOVE
USING THIS BOOK! The diagrams are easy tor read and follow and not congested. Other books
I've looked into have very small and hard to read diagrams. The book is also very rough and tough
as it's a hybrid of a paperback and hardback cover. I would totally buy this book again! :)

This is one fantastic book. It is like a combination hardback and paperback book. This is the most
detailed of all my coloring books including, Gray's, Netters, etc. The book is about 285 pages and is
on both Anatomy and Phisiology. I like this book because each section has a detailed color picture
explaining the system you are working on. And gives you instructions on how to label and color the
picture. A study guide plus coloring all in one.
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